
 

WSOP CIRCUIT 2022-23 
EVENT #5 REPORT 

 

Circuit Stop: Choctaw/Durant  

Event:  Event #5 No-Limit Hold’em 

Buy-in:  $400 

Date:   24 July 2022 

Entries: 342 

Prizepool: $112,860

 

DREAM BECOMES REALITY FOR JASON RICE 

The travelling poker player from Kenosha, Wisconsin wins one for his son 

Despite being the winner of today’s single day, $400 buy-in NLH Circuit tournament, Jason 

Rice had no plans of playing the tournament. 

“I was planning on driving back home today,” Rice said. “But after busting with the six big 

blinds I had bagged in the Twilight tournament, I figured I’d play the tournament since I 
was already here.” 

It turned out Rice made the right decision, after playing extremely well and getting the 

cards he needed in the right spots, he would outlast a field of 342 players to secure the 
$24,062 top prize and his first WSOP Circuit ring. 

Rice was not shocked by the result, for he truly felt destiny was on his side. “I dreamed 

about exactly this happening last night,” Rice recalled. “I dreamed about winning this 

tournament for my son, and sending this ring home to him.” 

Rice not only endured a competitive field, but a back-and-forth contest once the final table 

hit heads-up play. On two hands Rice doubled up his opponent, Phillip Teel, but despite the 

setbacks Rice maintained his confidence. 

“I was able to take down pot after pot after pot,” Rice reflected. “I doubled him up a few 

times because I thought I could take the pot, but I was grateful when I saw that third three 
on the turn during the final hand.” 

While Rice was initially looking to leave Durant in the near future, the recent boost to his 

bankroll will keep him around. 



 

 

“I’m going to stay now and play a few more tournaments,” Rice said. With his impressive 

showing today, it surely won’t be a surprise if we see Rice at another final table over the 
next few days. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Jason Rice 
Nationality:  USA 
Birthplace:    Kenosha, WI 
Current Residence:  Kenosha, WI 

Age:     47 
Profession:    Sales 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0

 

DIRECT LINKS 

FULL RESULTS 
LIVE UPDATES FROM THE TOURNAMENT 
JASON RICE’S OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO 

https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=5021&tid=20751&dayof=207511&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=5021&tid=20751&dayof=207511&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/updates/?aid=1&grid=5021&tid=20751&dayof=207511&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/updates/?aid=1&grid=5021&tid=20751&dayof=207511&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerID=52493
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerID=52493
http://www.wsop.com/pdfs/reports/15517-winner-photo.jpg

